REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
PDP2019-0015/DR2019-0036/CAP2019-0037/SEP2019-0039
Date of Notice: July 6, 2020
Date of Notice of Complete Application: 3/9/2020
Project Location: 4413 Consolidation Avenue / Area 17, Puget Neighborhood; Residential- Multi, Planned
with a 5,000 sf/unit overall density requirement.
Applicant: Morgan Bartlett, Jr.; 424 W Bakerview Road, Ste. 109, Bellingham WA 98226; (360)527-2777
Property Owner: Irving H Jr & Joan F Hawley TR; PO Box 29270, Bellingham, WA 98228- 1720
Application Type: Planned development (PDP2019-0015)/Design review (DR2019- 0036)/Critical area permit
(CAP2019-0037)/SEPA checklist (SEP2019-0039)
The Planning and Community Development Department (PCDD) has reviewed the application(s) referenced
above. It has been determined that these application(s) do not supply sufficient information to prepare a SEPA
threshold determination, technical analysis for Planning Commission review and permit decision compliant with
applicable regulations of the Bellingham Municipal Code (BMC) and Comprehensive Plan.
BMC 20.38.020 (A) states the planned use qualifier is intended for areas where review of pending
development proposals is necessary to ensure that adequate provisions are taken to minimize possible
detrimental effects and to provide a procedural framework which:
1. Permits diversity in the location of types of structures;
2. Promotes the efficient use of land by facilitating a more economic arrangement of buildings,
circulation systems, land use and utilities;
3. Preserves to the greatest extent possible the existing landscape features and amenities and utilizes
such features in a harmonious fashion;
4. Addresses site-specific opportunities and concerns;
5. Lessens development impacts to adjacent areas through site design and necessary mitigating
measures.
BMC 20.38.040 (B) provides development aspects that must be, at a minimum, included in a permit decision,
including a determination whether the proposed use is appropriate, height, yards, signs and infrastructure to
ensure the proposal protects the public health, safety and welfare and authorizes the permit to be conditioned
to ensure compatibility with the city’s adopted code and policy documents and to mitigate direct impacts
resulting from the proposal.
BMC 20.28.050 (A) states that the code provisions of the planned development chapter are minimums and
may be increased for a particular proposal where more stringent standards are necessary to protect
neighboring properties, conform with existing development in the area, preserve natural resources or sensitive
environments, provide for orderly development or conform with the comprehensive plan.
With all land use applications, it is the applicant’s burden to demonstrate how a proposal meets code
and addresses public concerns. It is strongly recommended that all responses provided to the information
below take into consideration how the proposal, including any new information, addresses the specific code
references above.

Required Actions:
To continue review of the above application(s), please submit the following information electronically to the city
of Bellingham via permits@cob.org and copy kbell@cob.org:
Residential Use
Although not explicitly stated in the application materials, the proposed units are arranged in a layout
consistent with the national trend for purpose built student housing and by its design, the units are likely to be
rented by three persons not living in a traditional family unit. Adopted city codes and policy documents are
based on the assumption that residential dwelling units will consist of households containing the historic,
traditional family unit. The application materials do not provide sufficient information for the city to evaluate if
the proposed use is appropriate or if the impacts from this type of residential use are adequately mitigated.
Action item: To fully assess the proposal for compliance and consistency with the code provisions
stated above, submit a detailed response how the proposal with its unit layout is anticipated to function.
If known, please include the anticipated terms of rental agreements, including duration, occupancy
limitations, parking assignments, etc.
See included ‘Action Item 1: Residential Use’ for detailed response.

Critical Areas
The following RFI items are based on a site visit on June 26, 2020 with city staff, the applicant, and the
applicant’s consultants. The consultants included the project engineer, wetland biologist, licensed geologist,
and ISA-certified arborist. City staff included the project manager, an arborist, and environmental planners. The
purpose of the site visit was to look at the site characteristics while discussing the consultants’ reports
submitted for the proposal.
Public comments on the proposal express multiple concerns about the geologic stability of the site, drainage
issues, wildlife and tree loss, among others. This RFI takes those concerns into account.
1. A geohazard assessment of the site was done and a report prepared and submitted with the
applications (Geologically Hazardous Area Site Assessment, GeoEngineers, January 17, 2020).
According to the geohazard report, the site has a typical slope of 20 to 22.5% with a thin band of slopes
greater than 40% along the eastern margin. Slopes less than 30% are not considered erosion hazards
as defined in BMC 16.55.420.A. Slopes equal to and greater than 40% are considered landslide
hazards as defined in BMC 16.55.420.B. The report described discreet areas of erosion hazard but
these were not identified on the map.
Action Item: Provide an existing conditions topographic site map with the landslide hazard area
(already mapped) and the erosion hazards (slopes 30%-40%). Provide the same map overlaid with the
current development proposal.
All landslide hazard areas (as defined by BMC 16.55.420.B) and erosion hazards have been identified
and mapped in the included full Geotechnical Engineering Report.
2. The geohazard report states, “A geotechnical engineering report for the project will be completed at a
future date as the project goes to design.” Based on public comments expressing concerns about the
geology of the site, and more specifically, slope stability and drainage (surface and groundwater), a
geotechnical report is warranted at this point.
Critical area report requirements for technical information should be provided now to enable the project
engineer and project geologist to coordinate their mitigation measures and to address public concerns.

Action Item: Submit a geotechnical engineering plan for the current development proposal. Use BMC
16.55.440.A—16.55.440.B as a checklist. Demonstrate compliance with the performance standards in
BMC 16.55.450.A.1-4 for alterations that will occur in geologically hazardous areas.
A geotechnical engineering plan for the proposal has been completed by GeoEngineers, per BMC
16.55.440.A-16.55.440.B.
See included full Geotechnical Engineering Report.
3. BMC 16.55.460.A.4 prohibits removal of vegetation from an erosion or landslide hazard area or
buffer unless otherwise approved. The city anticipates that some of the development footprint clearing
will be in an erosion hazard; no clearing is planned for the landslide hazard.
The seasonal restrictions limit clearing between May 1st and September 30th. Much of the public
comment, as well as statements in the geohazard report, is about surface and groundwater drainage
once the development site is cleared of vegetation.
Action Item: The project geologist and engineer should provide specific BMPs for timing of the site
clearing and grading. In addition, they should recommend measures to mitigate onsite and offsite
drainage problems and make recommendations for the management of large volumes of excavated
materials (stockpiling, transport, erosion control, etc.).
BMP’s are included in both the Geotechnical Engineering Report and the updated Preliminary Storm
Report. Please also see the attached letter from Cascade Engineering Group, ‘Exhibit A’.
4. Preliminary Stormwater Site Plan (SSP). The SSP includes past studies and development proposals.
Though some of the geologic information is the same, the SSP should include the geohazard report
done for this proposal. Similarly, the project referenced (Figure 2) should be for the current proposal,
not an earlier version.
According to the geohazard report, the primary erosion hazard at the site is from temporary conditions
created during construction. The SSP report recommends that temporary erosion control measures
should be used during construction depending on the weather, location, soil/rock type, and other
factors. Public comments based on local observations express concerns about an increase in drainage
problems on downslope properties.
Action Item: The project geologist and project engineer should collaborate to devise site specific BMPs
to control surface and groundwater runoff during and after construction. Provide a section in both the
geohazard report and the SSP that address BMC 16.55.440.A.2.i. “An analysis of proposed surface
and subsurface drainage, and the vulnerability of the site to erosion.” [Note: This section of the BMC is
part of the request under the second action item under “Critical Area” above.]
BMP’s are included in both the Geotechnical Engineering Report and the updated Preliminary Storm
Report. Please also see the attached letter from Cascade Engineering Group, ‘Exhibit A’.
5. Tree Removal Plan. At the June 26th site visit, the arborists agreed on a hazard management
approach for several tree groupings identified by the project arborist. The agreement was based on
likelihood of tree survival, changes in hazard risk level, and opportunities to improve tree canopy over
time. The goal of the arborists, city staff, and the applicant is to maintain healthy forest stands and
associated understory and minimize risk to residents and buildings from tree failures.

Action Item: Amend the tree retention plan to annotate the specific management strategies for the
stand of hardwoods on the north end, the seven Douglas fir trees, and the trees in the zone between
the development and the neighboring properties fronting Nevada St. Identify trees that will be girdled
and cut specifically as wildlife trees or provide a generic strategy about how wildlife trees will be chosen
and created.

See amended updated Tree Retention Plan.

6. The trail connecting Consolidation Ave. to Puget St. is proposed in the Tree Retention Area. The trail
design and location have not been finalized. The final design and location should be determined in the
field with the project arborist, geologist, and engineer reviewing the potential location. A coordinated
review will ensure that tree retention, drainage, and site stability concerns will be addressed.
Action Item: Make a note on the development plans that the trail location will be reviewed by the city
after the three consultants have reviewed and commented on its design and location.
A site visit took place on Tuesday, February 23rd, with the arborist, civil engineer, geologist and
developer in attendance. The trail design and location were determined based on site slope, tree
retention, drainage and site stability. It has been noted on all plans that the trail location has not been
finalized.
See updated Preliminary Trail Plan.
7. Tree Replacement Plan. The site visit clarified the need to locate replacement trees within the
retention area, as opposed to the planting strip along the parking lot. The site’s logging history left a
deciduous dominant forest of trees that are neither long-lived nor particularly robust. Therefore, the
replacements should be native conifers chosen for the site conditions, such as Douglas fir, Grand fir,
and western red cedar. Vine maple trees would be suitable along the westernmost edge of the “Tree
Retention Area” (Sheet L1).
Action Item: Revise the Tree Replacement plan to include 130 trees, mostly native conifers, to be
planted throughout the “Tree Retention Area”. The proposed replacement trees shown on L1 should be
considered as part of the landscaping requirements specified in BMC 20.12.030 but not “replacement
trees”.
The Tree Replacement plan has been updated to include 130 trees planted throughout the Tree
Retention Area. These include 30 Pacific Yew (Taxus brevifolia), 52 Mountain Hemlock (Tsuga

mertensiana), 37
Excelsa Western Red Cedar (Thuja plicata excelsa), and 11 Vine Maple (Acer circinatum).
See updated Tree Replacement Map and updated Landscaping Plan.

Design Review
Pursuant to the Multifamily Residential Design Review Handbook, the following building design standards are
not met and the proposal shall be revised to address the action items:
A. Neighborhood Scale
Requirement: The scale of those portions of the building facing an existing developed neighborhood
shall conform to the scale established in the neighborhood or the scale identified for the district. All
stated guidelines are applicable to this requirement.
Action items: The buildings do not conform to the existing scale of the developed neighborhood. The
building design shall be revised. This could be accomplished by revising the proposed buildings to
include at least three or more distinct modules with each module establishing its own design chroma
including but not limited to a base, roof form, window pattern, siding materials, color scheme, entry
configuration, balcony treatments, etc. Other considerations may include more, smaller buildings that
incorporate these same design standards.
See included document ‘Action Item 9: Neighborhood Scale’ for detailed explanation.
B. Neighborhood Compatibility
Requirement: New buildings should reflect some of the architectural character of surrounding buildings
when locating in a neighborhood where the existing context is well defined. All stated guidelines are
applicable to this requirement.
Action items: The building elements listed in the guidelines must be incorporated into the modules
noted above to form distinct modules that establish human scale and consistency with the established
scale of the neighborhood. The building’s fenestration should relate to each of these building elements
for each module. Modify the plans to comply with these guidelines.
See included document ‘Action Item 10: Neighborhood Compatibility’ for detailed explanation.

C. Privacy
Requirement: Orient buildings to provide for privacy, to the extent practical, both within the project and
of adjacent residential uses. All stated guidelines are applicable to this requirement. The application
materials did not include sufficient information to determine if the proposed hard and softscapes in the
transition area between the single-family residences on Nevada Street and Marionberry Ct. and the
site’s improvements (buildings, common usable areas, parking lots, etc.) provides a solid, visual
evergreen buffer that screens these residences from the proposal.
It is strongly encouraged that the use and location of walls be placed to use the site’s existing grades in
a terraced approach that will accommodate a mature evergreen landscape plan.
Action items:
1. Provide additional cross sections (typ.), no less than 6 sections, that demonstrate the view from the
perspective of the single-family residences along the western edge of the proposal (on Nevada Street
and Marionberry Ct.). The cross sections must include:
• Clearing and grading limits.
• Location and height of proposed retaining wall(s).
• Landscaping at the time of installation, 5 and 10-year growth cycle and at maturity per the
landscaping material required below.

In accordance with BMC 20.38.020(A.5), the transition area between the single-family residences on
Nevada St and Marionberry Ct and the site’s improvements has been redesigned to minimize
development impacts. Cross sections have been provided that demonstrate the view from these
residences along the western edge of the proposal.
See Landscape Buffer Plan L4-L6.

2. Submit a landscape plan prepared by a landscape architect that demonstrates the single-family
residences will be visually screened from the proposal. The landscape plan shall, at a minimum, include
the following:
• Clearing and grading limits in the transition area with an emphasis of retaining existing grades
and/or vegetation and utilizing existing grades that necessitates lower retaining walls and fences in
locations that maximize the potential to establish a visual buffer.
• Height, location and design of proposed retaining walls and fencing. Per the design standards,
clearing and grading should be minimized to reduce the height of retaining walls through terracing
and benching with walls no taller than 5 feet, inclusive of the combined height of fencing.
• Include plant species, size and quantity of landscaping in the transition area. The plant material
shall be provided at a quantity that will provide a solid screen at maturity and include plant material
that is predominately native evergreen trees and shrubs and include plants having seasonal interest
for color and texture. The location of proposed retaining walls shall take into consideration the
maturity of the landscape material.

Per BMC 20.38.040(B)(1)(f), an exhibit specifying the buffer area has been graphically depicted.
Large retaining walls and fences from the previous proposal have been removed in favor of
maintaining the existing grade to the maximum amount possible. Retaining walls in this area will not
exceed 5 feet in height. The thick re-plant will provide a solid screen at maturity, with seasonal
interest for color and texture.
See Landscape Buffer Plan L1-L6 and updated Preliminary Grading Plan.
Planned Development
Pursuant to Chapter 20.38 BMC, please address the following:
1. BMC 20.38.050 (B)(3) Density. The application materials include a density calculation based on the
176-unit reference shown on the recorded Cedar Ridge Division 2 final plat (AF# 202070360). On May
9, 2020, the application was amended via an email submittal requesting a density bonus pursuant to
BMC 20.38.050 (B)(3)(c). The application materials must clearly state the proposed density.
Action item: Provide a statement clarifying the requested method to determine the proposal’s base
density.
See included document ‘Action Item 12: Density Calculations’ for a detailed response.

2. BMC 20.38.050 (B)(8) Parking. The application materials state the proposal will provide 249 spaces
for vehicle parking and 54 spaces for bicycle parking. The vehicle parking/bed ratio for vehicle parking
is 0.78 and the bicycle parking/bed ratio is 0.12. Both ratios meet code but do not appear adequate to
support the development.
The proposed vehicle parking ratio assumes a quarter of the proposed beds are either not being
occupied or occupied by a person not owning a car. Public comment has raised concerns regarding the
lack of onsite parking and the impacts the overflow parking will have on the existing residential streets.

Additionally, under the same assumptions, only 54 occupants would have options to conveniently store
a bicycle. Bicycle parking should achieve a bicycle space per bedroom ratio of 0.5. An increased ratio is
needed to support the application’s justification that the site’s proximity to transit, services and
recreational opportunities will reduce the demand of vehicular usage. This ratio is consistent with the
city’s urban village standards that anticipate development similar to the proposal’s density and for sites
conveniently located to those services listed in the application materials.
Although, not explicitly stated in the application materials, the unit layout is appropriately designed
consistent with the national trend for purpose built student housing and by its design, the units are likely
to be rented by three persons not living in an historic, traditional family unit. The parking standards in
the Bellingham municipal code are based on an assumption that units are occupied by an historic,
traditional family unit, not three persons living independently. The proposed ratio of both vehicle and
bicycle parking spaces per bedroom does not provide adequate parking for proposal’s assumed use.
Action item: Revise the proposal to increase the proposal’s availability of both vehicular and bicycle
parking, including but not limited to:
Vehicle parking:
• Construction of parallel parking along the northern frontage of the Consolidation Avenue
improvements.
• Additional consideration could be to construct parallel parking along the southern frontage of
the Consolidation Avenue improvements.
Bicycle parking:
• Construction of a separate bicycle storage building.
• Install bike racks in front of all ground floor units that accommodate 4 spaces for bicycles.
• Provide and/or increase bicycle storage located at or near each common building entrance.
The proposal has been amended to increase the availability of both vehicular and bicycle parking.
Vehicle Parking:
The previous proposal included 249 on site vehicle parking spaces, with a .78 space per bedroom ratio.
8 parallel spaces have been added along the site’s northern Consolidation Ave frontage, bringing the
total number of spaces to 257. With 318 bedrooms, this results in an increased parking to bedroom
ratio of .81.
The following methods and site proximity details combine to reduce vehicular reliance and usage.
•

•

•

The project now contains 160 bicycle parking spaces, which achieves a .50 bicycle to bedroom ratio.
The storage availability and ease of access for bicycles encourages bicycles as a means of
transportation (See bicycle parking below for details).
The project site is located within reasonable distance of public transit. The Lincoln Creek Park and Ride
is approximately a 7 minute bike ride or a 13 minute walk. The site is also located within reasonable
distance of shopping, restaurants and services (See Action Item 21 response for details). For example,
Whole Foods and surrounding services can be reached via a 7 minute bike ride or 18 minute walk. The
site location allows tenants to bike or walk to multiple destinations.
Parking will be managed/regulated via parking passes.
Bicycle Parking:
Bicycle parking has been amended to a total of 160 spaces (interior and exterior, bringing the space to
bedroom ratio to .5, per City recommendation). Additional bike spaces have been added relative to the
unit count of each building, building design and access routes to Consolidation Ave.
The City strategies for bicycle parking were each analyzed for the project:

•

•

•

In lieu of constructing a separate bicycle building, centralized interior storage has been
added/increased proportionate to the number of units in each building. The interior bike rack locations
allow ease of access as well as dry storage for all upper floor tenants.
The basement ‘walk-up’ units of all buildings do not have access to the interior corridor, making exterior
bicycle racks in front of them a logical addition. The western units on the 1st floor have access to the
interior corridor and the centrally located interior bike racks.
In Buildings A & B, bicycle storage has been increased at the eastern (central) building entrances
through the addition of interior spaces. These locations provide convenient access for 1st and 2nd floor
tenants. In Building C, bicycle storage is now located at each of the main building entrances. Interior
racks near the western main entrance have been increased from 24 to 62.
In Buildings A & B, bicycle racks accommodating 4 bicycles each have been added in front of the 4
basement units. The main building entrances of A & B, located on the 2nd floor, have 4 exterior bicycle
racks and 10 interior racks. Both buildings A & B now each have a total of 20 exterior spaces and 10
interior spaces (60 combined).
In Building C, bicycle racks have also been added in front of the 6 basement units. This building has
exterior racks accommodating 10 bicycles at the eastern entrance to the building on the 2nd floor.
There are exterior racks accommodating 4 bicycles at the western entrance. In addition, the basement
level of Building C now has 62 interior hanging bicycle spaces. The basement location is convenient
for all upper floor tenants of the building via elevator access. The total number of spaces for Building C
is 100.

3. BMC 20.38.050 (B)(12) Comprehensive Plan Elements. The Parks, Recreation & Open Space
(PRO) Plan chapter of the comprehensive plan identifies a trail corridor in the Consolidation Avenue
right of way. The application proposes to fulfill this provision by constructing a trail from the
Nevada/Consolidation intersection east to Puget Street. The PRO Plan identifies this trail segment
terminating at the Puget/Consolidation intersection. The entire length of Puget Street abutting the site
lacks pedestrian and bicycle facilities and is not a suitable location for the terminus of a multimodal trail.
The trail’s termination on Puget Street does not fulfill the intent of the PRO Plan to provide a continuous
trail network or a safe connection to the Samish Crest Trail neighborhood connectors at the Byron/47th
Street intersection. If stairs are proposed as part of this trail, the stairs should include a bike ramp
(stramp) so that bicyclists coming from the Nevada St. bike boulevard and many of the other
recreational opportunities in the area may utilize the trail connection.
Action item: Amend the trail alignment to provide a safe multimodal connection to the Samish Crest
Trail neighborhood connectors at the Byron/47th Street intersection via 46th Street by either: 1)
Extending the trail in the Puget Street right of right of way from its proposed terminus on Puget Street to
provide a connection to the existing cul-de-sac bulb in the 46th Street right of way or 2) revise the trail’s
alignment to be entirely within the Consolidation Avenue right of way from Nevada Street to provide a
connection to the existing cul-de-sac in the 46th Street right of way.
The Puget Neighborhood Plan: Parks, Recreation & Open Space Goal 2 is to provide neighborhood
trails that provide accessibility and connectivity options within the neighborhood. One of the trail goals
identified in the Neighborhood Plan is to connect Nevada St. to 46th St. via the Consolidation Ave. right
of way. This goal will be met through the CityView site improvements. The trail alignment has been
amended to provide safe multimodal connection to the Samish Crest Trail neighborhood connectors via
46th St.
See updated Preliminary Trail Plan.
The trail shall be designed to meet the parks and recreation department development
standards.

4. BMC 20.38.050 (B)(13) Street, Utilities, Access and Dedications.
Consolidation Avenue-The extension of Consolidation Avenue from Nevada Street through the
intersection of 45th Street is necessary to continue the orderly extension of public infrastructure. The
preliminary engineering plans did not provide sufficient information to demonstrate that the design of
Consolidation Avenue at the 45th/Consolidation intersection allows the reasonable extension of 45th
Street south to serve the undeveloped, platted lots.
Based on the assumed demand for parking discussed above and to deter unauthorized parking along
the southern edge of the Consolidation Avenue improvements, a vertical curb is necessary.
Action item: Revise the preliminary engineering plans as follows:
• Demonstrate the 45th/Consolidation intersection provides for the reasonable extension of 45th
Street south to serve those undeveloped platted lots on 45th Street.
• Include parallel parking along the northern edge of the site’s Consolidation Avenue
improvements.
• Include a vertical curb along the southern edge of the site’s Consolidation Avenue
improvements.
• If parallel parking is to be provided on the side of Consolidation Avenue, please include these
revisions as well.
The preliminary engineering plans have been revised in accordance with 20.38.050 (B)(13).
The revised plans demonstrate that the 45th/Consolidation intersection provides for the
reasonable extension of 45th St. south. Parallel parking has been added along the northern
edge of the site’s Consolidation Ave. improvements. A vertical curb is included along the
southern edge of the site’s Consolidation Ave. improvements.
See updated Preliminary Engineering Plan.
SEPA Checklist
1. In response to public comment and reports submitted with the application materials, the responses to the
following SEPA checklist questions requires additional information that may also require revisions and/or
additional mitigating conditions to adequately determine the proposal does not have a significant environmental
impact:
• Water-3. C. 3) and 4) -Does the proposal alter or otherwise affect drainage patterns in the vicinity of
the site?
Action item: Please have a qualified professional respond to how the drainage courses of the surface
flow, underground flow and onsite springs will be affected as a result of this development. Then
address proposed measures to reduce or control the impacts. This is also further discussed above
under the critical areas section of this document.
See updated Preliminary Stormwater Plan and letter from Cascade Engineering Group, ‘Exhibit A’.
• Environmental health -7. b. 2) and 3) – What types of levels of noise would be created by or
associated with the project on a short-term or long-term basis?
Action item: Please respond to the long-term noise created by this project post- construction. Identify
proposed measures to reduce or control noise impacts.
2) The completed project will result in normal occupancy noise in the immediate area. Residents will be
required, per their lease, to conform to all City of Bellingham noise ordinances (BMC 10.24.010(E) and
BMC10.24.120(C).

3) Building design and placement, vegetation and site design are used to reduce noise impacts.
The buildings have been oriented with main entrances facing east, away from the nearest neighbors on
the westerly border. There are no balconies on the buildings, which limits occupancy noise. All
buildings have exceeded the required setbacks (per BMC 20.38.050) from the western site boundary to
further reduce noise impacts (Building A 160-190 ft, Building B 65-90 ft, Building C 210-250ft).
The large barrier of undisturbed native vegetation will diminish noise for the properties to the east of the
project. The thick re-plant screen on the western edge of the property, as well as the vegetated large
CUA will provide noise insulation for the properties to the west of the project.
The main entrances into the complex have been located on Consolidation Ave and do not face any
existing homes. Parking lots A, B & D are buffered to the west by the placement of the buildings.
Parking lots C, E & F are buffered by the thick re-plant screen.

• Land and shoreline use: 8. a. – Will the proposal affect current land uses on nearby or adjacent
properties?
Action item: Describe how the proposal will or will not affect the current land uses on nearby or
adjacent properties.
The nearby properties to the east are single-family homes (Puget St.). To minimize impacts to their
use, a large native vegetated buffer will remain between Cityview and these adjacent properties. This
dense forest provides a physical, visual and noise buffer.
The properties to the west are both single-family residential and multi-family apartment complexes.
Impacts to these uses are minimized by providing a thick re-plant screen along the western border of
the site, as well as locating the buildings 65-250 feet from the property line.
The property to the north is owned and operated by the City of Bellingham as “Hawley Open Space”.
This large tract will remain unchanged and will continue as an area of natural preservation.
The adjacent properties to the south are a combination of single-family homes and undeveloped land.
Future development of the vacant land will impact the single-family homes, however their current use
will be protected by Cityview’s large outdoor usable area as well as retained forest buffers.
• Transportation: 14.b. – Is the site or affected geographic area currently served by public transit? If so,
general describe. If not, what is the nearest transit stop?
Action Item: Revise to address consistency with other SEPA questions that the site is served within a
reasonable distance to the identified transit station, shopping, restaurants and services.
The site is not directly served by public transit, however it is within reasonable distance. The Lincoln
Creek Park and Ride is approximately a 7 minute bike ride or a 13 minute walk. The WTA routes with
stops at this transit center include Puget St, Lincoln St, Western Washington University, Samish Way,
Bill McDonald Parkway, as well as service to Mount Vernon. Select routes connect to Bellingham
Station as well, for transfer service throughout the county. The transit center can be accessed via two
routes, Consolidation Ave/Lincoln St and 43rd St/Byron. The Consolidation Ave/Lincoln St route has
sidewalk throughout.
Shopping, restaurants, and services are accessible via public transit connections or within reasonable
distance. Whole Foods Market and surrounding services is approximately a 7 minute bike ride or 18
minute walk. Lakeway Fred Meyer and surrounding services is approximately an 8 minute bike ride or
21 minute walk. Both shopping centers can be accessed via two routes. The Consolidation Ave/Lincoln

St route has sidewalk throughout. The Nevada St. route does not have sidewalk throughout and will be
encouraged for bicycle transit only.
• Transportation: 14. f.- How many vehicular trips per day would be generated by the completed project
or proposal?
Action item: Use the data from the TIA, include the daily and weekday PM peak hour total trips
information from page 14 of the January 2020 TIA.
Provide a discussion in an addendum to the TIA that justifies the ITE classification used in the TIA for
this proposal. This justification should consider the discussion above regarding typical occupancy of the
units and the likelihood of persons living independently of each other and not as an historic, traditional
family unit.
The ITE classification used is LU #221: standard multifamily housing mid-rise apartment complex. The
definition for this category is a 3-10 story multi-family housing project. CityView is a 2.5 – 5.5 story
multi-family housing project. Per the response to Action Item #1, CityView will house a variety of
tenants and will be managed in strict compliance with the Federal Fair and Equal Housing Act.
See RFI Action Item 20: TIA Addendum.
• Transportation: 14. h. – Proposed measures to reduce or control transportation impacts.
Action item: Provide a basis for demonstrating that bicycle parking for 54 +/- bicycles is an adequate
number to effectively reduce or control transportation impacts based on how the site’s and geographic
topography, proposed occupancy of the proposal and its intended occupants, will affect the overall
measures to reduce or control transportation impacts.
Respond to how the future, anticipated reduction of ridership of transit facilities could affect the
transportation impacts resulting from this proposal.
Additionally, include an analysis of the available pedestrian and bicycle facilities on Consolidation Ave
and Nevada St and their sufficiency to safely get a project resident to the transit center, shopping,
restaurants and services specified in the checklist.
(A) The previous proposal contained 54 bicycle spaces, which upon analysis by the City was
determined to be inadequate (per the City comments in RFI Action Item #13). The current proposal
amends bicycle parking to a total of 160 spaces, which achieves a .5 bicycle space to bedroom ratio.
As previously stated in the response to RFI Action Item 1, the complex will house a variety of renters.
The bicycle parking needs of the tenants can be met in two ways. First, there are now 160
interior/exterior spaces throughout the 3 buildings. With an anticipated occupancy of 318, bike parking
will be provided for 50% of tenants. Secondly, for tenants who want more storage, they have the option
of leasing storage units (available on certain building levels), which they may use for a bicycle as well
as other items.
All bicycle parking has been strategically located for convenient accessibility. Buildings A & B both
have 4 exterior and 10 interior bicycle spaces located on Level 2. Building A has access to parking lot
A and a sidewalk to Consolidation Ave. Building B has access to parking lot D and a sidewalk to
Consolidation Ave. These buildings also have racks accommodating 4 bicycles each located outside
of the basement level units (4 units per building x 4 = 16). Buildings A & B have a combined total of 60
bicycle parking spaces.

Building C has 10 exterior spaces located on Level 2, with direct access to parking lot B and a sidewalk
to Consolidation Ave. The remaining 4 exterior spaces and 62 interior spaces are located on the
basement level. These spaces are convenient for all upper floor residents via elevator access. Access
to Consolidation Ave is via sidewalk. Access to parking lot C is via ramp. Bike racks accommodating 4
bicycles each have been added to the 6 basement level units (6 units x 4 = 24), bringing the total
spaces for Building C to 100.

(B) It is recognized that there is a current trend in reduction of transit ridership. However, it is
anticipated that access to a major Park & Ride facility at Lincoln Creek will continue to make public
transit a viable transportation choice for CityView residents. The facility is heavily serviced by WTA with
stops including Puget St, Lincoln St, Western Washington University, Samish Way, Bill McDonald
Parkway as well as service to Mount Vernon. Select routes also connect to Bellingham Station for
transfer service throughout the county.
The Consolidation Ave improvements, the trail location and accessibility, as well as the ample secure
bicycle parking will make CityView an attractive option for alternative transit.

(C) The site is not directly served by public transit, however it is within reasonable distance. The Lincoln
Creek Park and Ride is approximately a 7-minute bike ride or a 13-minute walk. The transit center can
be accessed via two routes, Consolidation Ave/Lincoln St and 43rd St/Byron. The Consolidation
Ave/Lincoln St route has sidewalk throughout.
Shopping, restaurants, and services are all within reasonable distance to CityView. Whole Foods
Market and surrounding services is approximately a 7-minute bike ride or 18-minute walk. Lakeway
Fred Meyer and surrounding services is approximately an 8-minute bike ride or 21-minute walk. Both
shopping centers can be accessed via two routes. The Consolidation Ave/Lincoln St route has sidewalk
throughout. The Nevada St route has sidewalk for +/-50%, making it suitable for bicycle transit. The
Samish Way corridor and surrounding services (including Taco Time, McDonalds, Rite-Aid, Haggen,
REI and more) is approximately a 10-minute bike ride and can be accessed via multiple routes.
The amendment to the trail alignment (per RFI Action Item #14) also provides safe multimodal
connections to the Samish Crest Trail neighborhood connectors, providing additional recreation
opportunities and routes. The Samish Crest Trail is situated in the 113-acre Samish Hill Open Space
and features viewpoints of the city and Bellingham Bay. Future proposed improvements by the City of
Bellingham would extend this trail further to Lake Padden.

2. Revise the checklist or provide additional documentation, as necessary, to respond to this Request for
Information.
Public Comment
The city has received a substantial amount of public comment in response to the notice of application. These
comments are located on the city’s web page.
The Planning and Community Development Department (PCDD) has reviewed the public comments and finds
that they identify potential impacts to the abutting and surrounding areas, how the proposal is not consistent
with the comprehensive plan and/or how the proposal does not comply with the municipal code. The
application materials do not adequately address some of the concerns raised.
Some of the concerns will be addressed with responses to the action items above. The concerns that are more
general in nature are equally important and require a response to evaluate the proposal’s impacts to the
surrounding neighborhood and identify any mitigating conditions. In addition to the action items above, a

written response to the public comments is necessary to ensure compliance with BMC 20.38.020 (A),
20.38.040 (B) and 20.38.050 (A).
Public comments that are specific to a study and/or report prepared by a qualified professional and submitted
with the application materials must include a response from the qualified professional who prepared the report
and include a statement which concern the report is addressing.
Action item: Submit a response to the public comment. The format of the written response should
either include a specific reference tying the response back to the name/date of the commenter or
include responses by the general topics raised in the comment letters. The city has identified the
general topics raised in the public comment letter to be related to, but not limited to, the following:
1. Drainage and stormwater runoff.
2. Impacts to critical areas and geologically hazardous areas
3. Traffic and pedestrian safety
4. Scale of proposal/Privacy
5. Parking-vehicle and bicycle
6. Comprehensive plan consistency
7. Social behaviors
8. Affordability
Public comment general topics have been identified with responses attached. See Action Item 22:
Public Comment.
As noted above, with all land use applications, it is the applicant’s burden to demonstrate how a
proposal meets code and addresses public concerns. It is strongly recommended that all responses
provided to this Request for Information take into consideration how the proposal, including any new
information, addresses the specific code and comprehensive plan references above.
Review of these application(s) cannot continue until this information is received and determined to be
sufficient. Within 14 days of submitting the above information, the City will either determine that the information
is sufficient or specify in writing what additional information is required. If the information is sufficient,
processing of the application(s) will resume in accordance with BMC 21.10. This request for additional
information is accordance with BMC 21.10.190 B. (4).
Pursuant to BMC 21.10.190 (C), the application(s) will expire and become null and void if all of the requested
information is not submitted within 120 days from the date of this notice for request for information. At the
applicant’s request, the PCDD director may extend this 120-day period in accordance with BMC 21.10.080(A).
No further notice will be sent concerning this 120day expiration timeline.

